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Casino Gambling

Common features of casino gambling (table 
games and EGMs):

1. Short interval between wagers.
2. Virtually unlimited number of sequential bets.
3. Flexible betting limits (e.g. $5 - $1,000).
4. ‘Near-money’ in use: chips for table games, 

credits in EGMs.



Research into Casino Gambling

Cognitive explanations: biases in the perception 
of randomness (however, beneficial self-

deception is ignored).

Psychobiological explanations – gambling for 
arousal, the idea of ‘loss of control’ (however, 
no attempts to quantify experienced utility).



Some fundamental issues... 

What is gambler paying for? What is the utility of single 
wager? What is the utility of the series of wagers?

Why does gambler stop the game at a given moment? Why 
not earlier / later? (laboratory studies with fixed number of trials 
are totally inadequate!)

‘Desire to win’ or ‘experienced arousal’ – what is more 
important? How do gamblers optimize between monetary 
resources and the pleasure of betting? Where does this 
optimization fail for problem gamblers?



Optimization between investment and 
consumption 

1. Gambling constitutes risk-seeking investment activity
with negative expectation.

2. Casino gamblers prefers statistically dominated 
compound bet to single large bet – therefore, gambling 
also comprises consumption component (gamblers 
buy arousal from betting).

3. Investment and consumption motives are contradictory, 
gamblers must optimize between experienced losses 
and experienced arousal.



Assumptions of simple optimization model

1. At the beginning of the game player targets some amount to 
win (anchoring).

2. Bets provide utility (pleasure). Actual utility is affected by 
player’s wealth and by his current gambling capital. There is 
strong backward discounting of this utility.* 

3. Hedonic adjustments – targeted amount to win changes with 
current player’s capital, especially after losing / winning 
streaks. Adjustment is faster (easier) for the negative values.

* Utility of series of bets is less than the sum of their respective utilities - this is similar to Experienced 
Utility framework (Kahneman et al. 1997), and Rachlin’s (1990) explanations of gambling. 



How does it work?
session ending with a win:

utility of a bet

total discounted utility

player's capital

(adjusted) targeted capital

END OF GAMBLING SESSION



How does it work?
session ending with a loss:

utility of a bet

total discounted utility

player's capital

(adjusted) targeted capital

END OF GAMBLING SESSION
or

RE-BUY-IN, CHASING etc.



It’s all about stopping
The act of stopping involves relative shift between consumption and 
investment frames rather than maximizing „additive” utility of both. 
Investment component dominates at the beginning and at the end of a 

gambling session. It also determines retrospective evaluations.

Some special values of player’s capital are better ‘anchors’ to stop the game 
than the other ones. Some players use round numbers as anchors.

round numbersreal casino data



Analyzing players’ behavior...

Behavior of each individual in casino is affected by:

1. His typical targeted amount to win - T
2. His utility of wagering function - U(w)
3. His rate of backward discounting - β

Low T, concave U(w), high β characterize Investors, who do not spent much 
time in casinos, generate low turnover (low HOLD). Skewness of their daily 
results is frequently negative.

High T, s-shaped U(w), low β characterize Consumers, who  spent much 
time in casinos and generate high turnover. Problem gamblers also may fall 
into this category, as higher anchors and greater cumulative arousal impairs 
the ‘stopping triggers’. Thus, contrary to common beliefs, problem gamblers 
are rather pathological consumers than pathological investors. 



Using real casino data
Each gambling session is unique and player’s behavior is affected by many 

unpredictable factors. However, even very general statistics like daily 
DROP, player’s daily WIN / LOSS collected during his gambling history 

may be useful in assessing his profile. 

For the purpose of player’s rating, typical statistics like average daily loss or 
frequency of visits are satisfactory. For purpose of analysis in

consumption-investment model some other statistics may be used 
(positional statistics, conditioned values etc.), for example:

• Skewness of daily results - to find player’s anchors. 
• Conditioned DROP - find chasing, false DROP, U(w).
• Time series correlation, e.g. player’s result with time to next visit 

(sometimes negative correlation may indicate superstitious behavior).
• Inter-casino comparisons (where possible) – player’s stability.



Typical statistics may be misleading due to random noise. 
Below: two players, similar HOLD (approx. 30%), time series of 

pairs: DROP + Player’s WIN / LOSS

D ROP WIN  / LOSS

DR OP WIN  / LOSS



Large difference in average DROP conditioned on WIN / LOSS: 
may indicate different styles of play: chasing, house money effect 

(parlay betting), multiple buy-ins, false DROP.

DRO P | WIN = approx. DRO P | LO SS 

DROP WIN  / LOSS

 DRO P | WIN = approx. 0.5 DRO P | LO SS

DROP WIN  / LOSS



Conclusions
Consumption-Investment model offers a useful 
framework in academic and commercial research:

It explains both financial and hedonic motives, which are 
usually studies separately in cognitive / psychobiological research.

Responsible and problem gambling are explained by the same 
model. Problem gamblers have simply different values of 
anchoring and discounting parameters than responsible gamblers.

Model may offer new diagnosing and rating tools alternative to 
those based on standard statistics (like player’s total losses, 
number of visits etc.)



Thank you for your attention!
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Preliminary analyses of real casino data in this framework will appear in Journal of 
Gambling Issues [www.camh.net/egambling] as a discussion paper: Between 

Consumption and Investment: A New Approach to The Study of Motivation to Gamble.

The empirical data used in this presentation was collected with the invaluable help of
two Polish casino operators: Orbis Casino and ZPR SA.


